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Overview

The Lodgix.com WordPress plugin is a responsive plugin that will generate output that
works well on all screen sizes and mobile devices. The plugin output can be styled using css
quite easily by following the customization instruction provided.

The plugin dynamically syncs your WordPress website with Lodgix. If you own or manage
vacation rental properties this plugin will create a searchable / sortable listing interface for
all of your rentals on your Wordpress website.

THIS PLUGIN REQUIRES A SUBSCRIPTION TO LODGIX.COM. To view pricing and sign-up for
a free 30 day trial, please visit:

www.lodgix.com/pricing/

Within the plug-in we've supplied credentials to a Lodgix demo account. Using the demo
credentials you can activate the plugin and immediately see how the plug-in would work
and look if Lodgix.com was utilized. The sections below outline what pages the plugin
creates and what widgets are included with the plugin.

Search / Sort Page - Row Option
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The search / sort page has an option to display property summaries in a row (as above) or a
grid format. The output can be styled using CSS. There are a few options within the plugin
settings to turn off the display of certain elements without using CSS, however for the most part
we leave control of the design up to the designer using CSS.

Search / Sort Page - Grid Option

Property Page - One Page Format
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The one page format displays all of the property details and images on one page. The other
format we offer is the tabbed page format.

Featured Rentals Widget

The Featured Rentals widget can be embedded in any sidebar or page and will feature user
selected properties or the properties can be set to dynamically rotate. Featured properties can
be displayed horizontally or vertically.
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Rentals Search Widget

The Rentals Search widget can be displayed in your sidebar and is unique in that it returns a
real time result counter before the guest clicks on "Display Results". This is an important
feature as it saves the guest the frustration of having no results returned and having no idea
which of the search criteria caused no results being returned.

Read how amenities can be added as filters to the Rentals Search widget.
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Screenshots - Summary Listing Page

The plugin creates a page that provides a summary list of all of your properties as well as
individual property pages for each property. In addition the plugin creates a page
displaying the multi-unit HTML5 booking calendar.

The Summary Listing Page

This is the default output for displaying your vacation rental properties. This output can be
completely customized to your specifications using CSS. Below are a few examples of
subscriber websites that have been customized...
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Search / Sort Functionality

Initially, the plugin provides a simple drop down sort interface. However we will be expanding
this to offering filtering capability for those with larger numbers of properties. There is also a
Rentals Search Widget which can be used to filter properties by availability, location and # of
bedrooms.

Individual Property Summary

The css styling of each property is INCLUDED with the plugin. This is just an overview of the
property, giving the guest enough information to entice them to click to view the full property
listing. Various icons are displayed for online booking, availability calendar, contact us, more
information, etc.
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Screenshots - Property Page Template (One
Page)

The property page displays all of the information about each individual property or room
that you have entered and enabled within Lodgix.com. This page updates automatically
whenever the information is edited within Lodgix.com. Likewise if the property is disabled
or removed from Lodgix, it will be removed from your website. You also have the option
within Lodgix of not passing chosen properties through the plugin to your website.

The image gallery is touch friendly and works using a finger swipe motion on touch enabled
mobile devices.

Each of your properties will have a page created that looks like the screenshot above. This is
an example of our one page property listing type page. We also offer a TABBED version of the
same page.
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Screenshots - Property Listing Page (Tabbed)

The property listing page displays all of the information about each individual property or
room that you have entered and enabled within Lodgix.com. This page updates
automatically whenever the information is edited within Lodgix.com. Likewise if the
property is disabled or removed from Lodgix, it will be removed from your website. You
also have the option within Lodgix of not passing chosen properties through the plugin to
your website.

The image gallery is touch friendly and works using a finger swipe motion on touch enabled
mobile devices.

Desktop Display
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Mobile Display

The TABBED design was created using all CSS div tags. Thus for all of you designers out there,
this allows more flexibility in styling. The page also offers some aesthetic and navigational
improvements as guest can now maneuver through the tabs rather than attempting to scroll
through one huge page of information.
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Screenshots - Availability & Online Booking
Page

The plugin generates a dedicated page (/availability/) to display the multi-unit booking
calendar for your properties. This calendar is configurable from within Lodgix.

The great thing about this calendar is that it shows ALL available dates for ALL properties.
Many applications require that that guest type in an arrival and departure date and return

NO results if no units are available. This results in a very poor guest experience. The reality
is that most guests are somewhat flexible in their dates. By providing a calendar that
shows all dates for all units, the guest can easily find a unit that might work for them. The
net result is that your bookings will increase as guests can easily scan your available dates
to find a property and dates that work for them.

This calendar is mobile friendly and works great in ipads, iphones and android devices. It is
even touch aware, so users can use their fingers to swipe through dates when checking
availability.

Multi-Unit HTML5 Booking Calendar
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What Themes Does the Plug-in Support?

The Lodgix plug-in will work with almost any well coded WordPress theme. Some themes
work better than others, but for the most part almost any relatively popular theme or
framework will work. At times there will be CSS tweaks that need to be made within the
theme or within lodgix-custom.css to correct minor display conflicts. If additional work is
required, please submit a support ticket, along with your admin wordpress credentials, and
we'll take a look to determine if the issue is easily correctable.

The plug-in has been tested and will work on frameworks such as Thesis 1/2 and Genesis.

Custom Page Templates

Some WordPress themes that use custom page templates may not be entirely compatible with
the Lodgix plugin, which may cause sidebars to disappear or your site styling to suddenly go
wonky Have no fear, there are ways to correct this and most times it involves your themes use
of "Custom Page Templates"

What is a custom page template? Read more about WordPress Custom Page Templates

Selecting a Custom Page Template
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When logged into WordPress, go to Settings > Lodgix Settings, then open the Page Design tab,
there is a Page Template area where you can choose a predefined page template or selecting
the "Custom" theme will allow you to enter the filename of your custom page template. You do
not need to enter a path as the plugin assumes that the page template is located in the /wp-
content/ folder.
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What languages does the plugin support?

The lodgix plugin supports localization for the translation of plugin specific output.

Property Specific Data Translations

Within Lodgix, under Settings > Important Settings, at the bottom, there is an option to select
which languages you wish to enable within Lodgix.

Once the languages are selected, that language's flag will be displayed on each property's
Details tab. By clicking on each flag, translations may be entered, ensuring that individuals who
are looking to rent these properties will have access to information in their native language.

Advanced - Changing or Adding Translations

Translations can be changed or added using ".po" and ".mo" files.

To alter a translation simply copy the ".po" files from "<lodgix plugin folder>/languages" to "wp-
content/languages" and alter the file using POEdit or another po editor and then compile the
".mo" files.

Note: poedit is located here http://www.poedit.net/. Open the .po file and when saved, the
.mo file is generated. There are numerous sources of tutorials online, as most applications,
desktop or online use .po, .pot and .mo files for localization. Here's a tutorial from drupal:
https://drupal.org/node/314231

For German for example, just copy p_lodgix-de_DE.po, edit it, compile it and it's ready.

The subscriber can alter the plugin to display other languages. He just needs to create a PO file
for that and fixed strings on the plugin will be translated (menus, etc).
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Getting Started
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Installing the Plugin

The Lodgix plugin can be downloaded and installed from within WordPress just like any
other plugin.

Navigate to Add Plugins Page

Click on Plugins > Add New within your WordPress admin panel
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Search for and Install Lodgix

1. Type "Lodgix" into the search box
2. Click the Install Now button

Activate the Plugin
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Navigate to the Lodgix Settings page

This is located under Settings > Lodgix Settings. The next article will explain how to configure
the settings on this page.
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Configuring the Plugin

The Lodgix.com vacation rental WordPress plugin requires a valid Lodgix.com subscription.
The Lodgix.com plugin was designed to use the Lodgix.com API to communicate with your

Lodgix.com account to easily build and sync your rental inventory to your website in a great
looking, sortable, interface.

The plugin is preloaded with our demo account API credentials which will allow you to
activate the plugin, autofill in the credentials of the demo account and experiment with how
the plugin can work with your own website.

The arrow shows how to obtain the demo account credentials. Just click on the link and the
credentials will fill in for you.
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Obtaining your plugin credentials from Lodgix.com

Login to your lodgix.com account. If you don't have a Lodgix.com account, we offer a free 30
day, no credit card required trial. Signup takes less than a minute. Signup now for your free 30
day, no credit card required, Lodgix.com trial.

Click on the Settings > Important Settings menu item (upper right corner, under the cog wheel)

Step #1 Note your Customer ID and enter it into the plugin settings

Step #2: Generate an API Key and copy / paste into the plugin settings
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Setting Up Your WordPress Site in Lodgix

In addition to obtaining your Lodgix.com Customer ID & API Key, you need to enter the URL
of your website using the plugin within Lodgix. This will tell the application to update your
website each time a property listing is added, edited or removed.

Go to Settings > WordPress within Lodgix
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WordPress Settings Interface

1. The Add New Website tab can enable the Lodgix WordPress plugin to be installed on
multiple sites. If set up properly through correct use of the "area manager", it is
possible to manage multiple properties in different locations and market those
properties separately on different websites. Follow the instructions within the Area
Manager section of the user manual to get started.

2. Website URL: Enter the URL of your website
3. Enabled: This checkbox allows Lodgix to communicate updates to your website.
4. Verify: Click to verifiy that Lodgix can establish a connection with your site.
5. Regenerate: Click to recreate all of the Lodgix generated pages on your site. This is

often used to manually force a website update when properties are added or
modified.

6. Fetch Property URLs: Populates the URL field in each of your property listings. This
links each property in your multi-unit calendar to the appropriate page on your
website.

7. Display on WordPress: Set which areas and properties you want to display on your
site. This is especially useful if your inventory is split between multiple websites.
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Plugin Settings
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Overview

There are quite a few settings for the plugin which offer flexibility and affect the display of
your properties.

To configure the plugiin within WordPress, look for the menu item
"Lodgix Settings" under the "Settings" menu item near the bottom
of the menu.

A link to the setting pages for the plugin is also found on the page where all the plug-ins are
listed.
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Subscriber Settings

Enter your Lodgix Customer ID and API Key here to establish the connection between your
WordPress website and the Lodgix software. Please read through this short tutorial on how
to obtain your Customer ID and API Key.

Property Owner Settings
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Inventory Settings

The Inventory screen allows you to choose which properties you want to display on your
site as featured rentals. You can choose to rotate all of your properties by selecting the
"Select All" checkbox. Once your properties are selected, you can display them on your site
by configuring the Featured Rentals widget, as explained here: Featured Rentals Widget
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Property List Settings

This screen allows you to customize the display of your search results pages. The live
preview will adjust in real time as you select which display options you would like to use.

1. Select the basic layout of your property list. You can select between rows and grid
options.

2. Choose your icon set. These are used on both the property list pages and property
detail pages.

3. The live preview will adjust in real time as you select your options.
4. Display options for the properties in your property list. These will be displayed/

hidden in the preview as you select he different options.

Note the HTTPS Gallery option will display your images using https rather than http. This is
useful if you are using an SSL certificate on your site.
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Property Detail Settings

From this screen you can adjust the display of your property detail pages. The live preview
will update in real time as you select your display options.

1. Select page layout. Choices are Tabbed and One Page.
2. You can display either the Name or the Marketing Title field from Lodgix as the

property name on your website.
3. Select which rates you would like to display on the page (daily, weekly, monthly). You

can also choose if you want to display the Book Now button.
4. This is your live preview. Note that many options are available directly from the

preview itself. If using the tabbed layout you can click on each tab to set options and
a name for the tab.

5. This contact url is used with the email icon to pass the property name to the contact
form. More information about the contact form can be found here.

6. WordPress settings that allow comments and pingbacks on your property pages.
These are almost always left unchecked.
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Legacy Options

This screen allows you to select compatibility with the Thesis WordPress theme, select a
page template for your Lodgix generated pages, and assign a menu position for Vacation
Rentals and Availability pages. These settings are only applicable for older installations of
the Lodgix plugin. Newer installations will not need to work with these settings at all.
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Contact Us Settings

The plug-in will output a "Contact Us" icon within the aggregate listing page as well as each
individual property page. However, the icon won't go anywhere when clicked unless the url
of your contact form is specified within the plugin settings. This setting is located under
Settings > Lodgix Settings > Property Detail.

Contact Options w/ Query String

Since each property has it's own Inquiry Button, it would be helpful if the referring page would
pass the id of the property being inquired about to the contact us or inquiry form and pre-
populate the field containing the list of properties. The query string
"?lodgix_property_id=__PROPERTYID__" should be appended to your contact form url. Please
note the __PROPERTYID__ contains two underscores before and after PROPERTYID.

Form Requirements using Gravity Forms Plugin for WordPress
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Lodgix provides a Gravity Form for download and import that is already set up correctly for
your Lodgix account. We don't provide instructions for other form plugins or for any other
html based forms. However a skilled developer can review the setup options shown above for
Gravity Forms and make adjustments to work with your form.

Note: The Lodgix form provided within Lodgix is set up to push your website form inquiries
into the Lodgix Inquiry Management System.

If a guest clicks on the "Villa Cape Royal" contact icon, the guest will be taken to the general
contact form URL specified within the plugin settings. If you are using a forms program like
Gravity Forms you can set up the form to collect the query string from the URL to tell you which
property the guest has questions about.
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If your form is set up correctly, you can pass a hidden field that will collect the property name
from query string and display it to you in the form contents. Thus if a guest leaves message
text asking questions like "Does this property accept dogs?", you will know to which property
they are referring to by looking at the contents of the hidden field.

How to setup Query String in Gravity Forms

Within the "edit forms" page of Gravity Forms, I've added a hidden field to the contact form.
I've then checked to "allow field to be populated dynamically". The third step is to fill in the

parameter name with the parameter name from the query string, which is "property".

I am sure other form creation plugins for WordPress also allow hidden fields to be populated
with output from URL query strings.
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Permalinks

We highly recommend that you change the default permalinks settings in WordPress.
Without changing your settings your blog urls will not be search engine friendly, and the
plugin may not function normally.
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Plugin Widgets
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Featured Rentals Widget

The plugin offers the ability to denote any property(s) as a featured rental. A featured
rental widget is added to the widgets area of WordPress and can be dragged to any
widgetized sidebar. Featured rentals can be displayed either vertically or horizontally.
Featured rentals can be manually or automatically rotated. Simply login to WordPress, go

to the Settings Menu and then click on the "Lodgix Settings" submenu. That will open the
primary page for the Lodgix plugin settings.
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Featured Rentals Widget

This is an example of the styling applied to a Featured Rentals widget.

How to choose which properties to feature?

Within the widget settings, under the Properties tab, you can denote which properties you wish
to appear in the featured rentals widget. There is an option to select individual static
properties which can be displayed in the featured rentals widget or you can "Select All" and
have the plug-in dynamically rotate through all properties.
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Drag the Featured Rentals widget the sidebar where you want the
widget displayed

Drag the featured rentals widget to your widgetized sidebar within the Widgets area of
WordPress

Featured Rentals Widget Settings

1. Set how many properties you wish to feature.
2. Choose whether to rotate the images from the properties selected in the previous

step.
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View the featured rentals within your WordPress site

The featured rentals you denoted as featured rentals in the plugin settings now appear in the
sidebar on your WordPress site! Of course you can also display the featured rentals
horizontally, but that requires a bit more instruction.
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Search Rentals Widget

Within WordPress, under Appearance > Widgets, you will find the Search Rentals widget.
This is a simple, but powerful tool for vacation rental managers and owners with larger

number of properties who want to make it easier for their website guests to search their
inventory.

One of the coolest features of this widget is that it filters in real-time to display the number of
properties that match your search criteria. Too many systems force the guest to choose a
series of search criteria and then click a "search" button, only to return a message, "I am sorry
no results matched your search criteria, please try again!". How frustrating is that!!!

With Lodgix, we return the results on the fly, thus if zero results are returned you'll know
immediately which criteria caused the results to equal zero and allow you to make an
adjustment.

Note: The Location field can be setup under the area manager within Lodgix.
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Search by Price

When the Search By Price option is selected, you will be presented with three settings...

1. From Price: This is the lowest price point that can be searched.
2. To Price: This is the highest price point that can be searched.
3. Price Increment: This determines the ranges that will be available to search.

For example, a from price of 100, a to price of 600, and an increment of 100 will produce
options of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600. Note that guest can also choose to not specify a
price range for their search.
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Amenities Filter

The rental search widget within the Lodgix.com WordPress plugin can now filter by amenities!
To enable the amenities filter:

1. Within WordPress go to Appearance > Widgets
2. Find the Rentals Search widget and there will be a check box for "Amenities"
3. Check the box and click the Save button.
4. Go to Settings > Lodgix settings within Wordpress and at the bottom of the page, click

on the button Save and Regenerate the pages (this will force the widget to pull the
chosen amenity filters from Lodgix).

How do I select which amenities the guests can select to filter their search results?

Lodgix will pull the same amenities you have setup for the internal calendar tape. Read
through the support article on how to configure the calendar tape filter options and you'll be all
set!
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Search Results

The search results that are returned will show all properties WITH AVAILABILITY. However, in
those instances where a property has additional rules that are not met (e.g. requires a Saturday
arrival or requires a 7 night minimum rental) those properties will be clearly noted and the
guest will not be able to book those properties online until the dates are changed to satisfy the
rules for the property. Those properties will also have a Check Availability icon which will link
the guest to the calendar where they will be able to see what dates would work, and allow them
to book online when the rules are met.

For properties WITH AVAILABILITY and whose rules are all satisfied those properties will display
a different icon to book online now. When a guest clicks on the Book Online now icon, the
guest will be taken to the booking page where more details and a rate breakdown are
displayed.

Notes from Development

The rentals search widget uses AJAX and a REST API. Any designer with minimum jQuery
knowledge can query the API and receive the same results with a URL like:

/wp-admin/admin-
ajax.php?action=p_lodgix_custom_search&area=ALL_AREAS&bedrooms=1&id=&arrival=2013-02-22&nights=1

This will return 1 Property Found, etc. With that knowledge designer can use any code to query
the API and redirect to the search page.
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Customizing the Plugin (Beginner)
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Adding HTML, Videos, Hyperlinks, etc..
Additional Info Field within Lodgix

Within Lodgix, please navigate to property setup. Within property setup, under the details tab,
there is a field for "Additional Info". The contents of this field are only shared with the
WordPress plugiin. Because this field allows HTML, it it is not shared with any of our integration
partners, nor is it displayed during the online booking process.

Embedding Videos
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To embed videos from YouTube, Vimeo, etc.. or to embed video tours, floorplans, etc.. you
must insert the embed code within the SOURCE. Make sure to click on the SOURCE button
within the editor, and then cut and paste the video embed code into the field.

Plug-in Version 1.3.8 Required

Please make sure that the installed version of the Lodgix WordPress plug-in is at least 1.3.8.

Help! Changes / Additions to Additional Info Are Not Showing Up
On My Website!

Changes / additions to the additional info field do not trigger automatic updates to your
website. Please either go to settings > wordpress options and regenerate your website or login to
WordPress and manually "Save and Regenerate" the pages within Settings > Lodgix Settings.
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Creating Location Specific Pages Using the
Plugin

At times rental inventory can be located in different areas and it can be helpful to have
unqiue pages created which highlight only the inventory in that area.

Alternately, the rental inventory may all be in the same location, but have different
characteristics which are used to group properties, such a "Oceanfront" or "2nd Row".

Both of these scenariosrequire the use of the Category Manager.

Step #1: Open the Category Manager within Lodgix
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Step #2: Define the Categories

The order can be changed using the drag and drop interface.

Subcategories

The arrow points to the subcategories button. For example, Paris has a bunch of areas
including left bank, right bank, etc..
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Step #3: Assign each Category to a Property

There are two ways to assign categories / subcategories to properties.

Within the Properties > List All Properties interface the category - subcategory can be selected.
This is the easiest method as the category can be changed across many properties very quickly.

Or within the property setup itself:
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Regenerate Pages in WordPress

Once the categories have been defined and assigned to properties, it is time to "save and
regenerate" the pages within the Lodgix WordPress plug-in. Once this step is complete, the
"category pages" will be generated and show up within WordPress.

Add the New Pages to Menus
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1. Within WordPress, navigate to Appearance > Menus
2. Select the Category that you want to add and click the "Add to Menu" button
3. Position the Category using the drag and drop interface
4. Save

Example of Category Pages as Submenus
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Example of Category - Subcategory within Rental Search Widget
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Creating Pages for Property Groups Using
Tags
Tags can be assigned to each property within Lodgix. These can then be used to create specific
sets of search results through the WordPress plugin.

Assigning Tags to a Property

Tags can be assigned to properties from the Details tab of the property edit screen. You can
add multiple tags by separating them with either commas or spaces.

Creating URLs for Custom Navigation Links

URLs for custom navigation items will be structured as follows:

[YOUR DOMAIN]/search-rentals/?tag=[TAG NAME]

Below are two sample URLs...

http://demo2.jmadevelopment.com/search-rentals/?tag=wrightsville

http://demo2.jmadevelopment.com/search-rentals/?tag=wrightsville,wilmington

Note that the tag argument can be a tag or several comma separated tags. If several tags are
specified, only properties having all the tags will be listed.
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Adding the Custom URL to Your WordPress Navigation

1. Within WordPress, navigate to Appearance > Menus
2. Enter the Custom URL for the tag(s)
3. Enter the text that you want to display for the navigation link
4. Click Add to Menu, then drag the menu item to the correct position in the menu

structure
5. Click Save Menu

View the Custom Page on your Website
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The new menu item will now display a custom search results page featuring only the properties
that contain the tag(s) specified in the URL.
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Customizing the Plugin (Advanced)
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Display Featured Rentals Horizontally

Featured rentals can be displayed both vertically and horizontally. Featuring your
properties horizontally requires a little more configuration and the use of a third party
plugin.

Go to the Settings page for the plugin @ Settings > Lodgix Settings

Go to General Display Options

Enable the horiziontal display within the Lodgix settings area of the plugin and choose to float
left or right. Once done scroll to the bottom and click "Save and Regenerate".
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Install Widgets on Pages

1. You will need to install the plugin called "Widgets on Pages": http://wordpress.org/
extend/plugins/widgets-on-pages/.

2. Replicate the settings as in the image above.

Drag the Lodgix "Featured Rentals" widget into the "featured"
sidebar within Appearance > Widgets
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Cut and Paste Shortcode into the Page where Featured Rentals
should appear.

[widgets_on_pages id="featured"]
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Custom Files

The Lodgix plugin is constantly being updated, thus you should never make changes to any
of the php files provided in the plugin.

CSS Modifications

To modify the plugin CSS, create a file and name it: lodgix-custom.css

This file should be placed in: /wp-content/

Any css present on directory.php can now be overridden using the file: /wp-content/lodgix-
custom.css.

Remember, lodgix-custom.css must have exactly that name and must be located in /wp-
content/.

PHP Modifications

The custom.php (or whatever name you choose, as it's configurable within the plugin settings)
file is meant to solve issues related to Wordpress themes and pages. For example, some
themes/configurations require footer in different places, or with no sidebars, etc.
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Changing the color of the Learn More / Book
Now buttons

The color of the Learn More / Book now buttons on the Vacation Rentals page can easily be
changed via CSS to match the look and feel of your site.

Default Styling

CSS code to change color

div#content_lodgix .ldgxSlashBtn {

background: #5c5b25;

}

div#content_lodgix .ldgxSlashBtn .ldgxSlashBtnR {

background: linear-gradient(105deg, transparent 20px, #69af75 10px, #69af75 100%);

}

*NOTE: Replace color codes with those matching your site color scheme. (!important) tags may
or may not be necessary.
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Revised Styling
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Hiding Tabs
Single Page Design = Tabbed

When the "Tabbed" single page output format is chosen, a series of default tabs is displayed
(see next step), it is possible to hide some of these tabs using CSS.

Default Tabs

CSS to Hide Tabs

The following css can be used to turn off selected tabs:

To hide the details tab:

#lodgix_tabbed_detailsr {

display:none;

}

To hide the Booking Calendar tab:

#lodgix_tabbed_booking_calendar {

display:none;

}

To hide the Location tab:

#lodgix_tabbed_location {
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display:none;

}

To hide the Amenities tab:

#lodgix_tabbed_amenities {

display:none;

}

To hide the Policies tab:

#lodgix_tabbed_policies {

display:none;

}

To hide the Reviews Tab:

#lodgix_tabbed_reviews {

display:none;

}

Place the css either in wp-content/lodgix-custom.css or within any custom css field located within
your theme options.

Example of Hidden "Reviews" Tab

Example of Hidden "Booking Calendar" Tab
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Changing the Property Details Page

There are considerable formatting options within the WYSIWYG editor within the plugin.
Some CSS specific examples for on page style are provided below.

Book Now Button

To change the Book Now button look and feel, the CSS class "ldgxBookNow" should be used.
For example:

.ldgxBookNow a { color: white !important; font-weight:600; }

will change the font color and weight.

The button itself can be turned on / off within the plugin settings.

Property Title

The CSS class for the property title is

.ldgxPropBadgeTitle

and example to embolden the font would be:

.ldgxPropBadgeTitle {font-weight:600; }
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Troubleshooting
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Force a Website Update (Save and
Regenerate)

Not all changes in Lodgix trigger an update on the website. Some changes require a
manual page regeneration for the changes to take effect. There are two ways to
regenerate the pages on your website:

1. Regenerate button located within Lodgix at Settings > WordPress. This method
will call out to your website and request that all pages be regenerated. it's not
foolproof, but for many it works just fine.

2. Save and Regenerate from within Wordpress. If regenerating from within Lodgix
fails, the next step is to regenerate the pages from within Wordpress. Login to
Wordpress, and go to the Settings > Lodgix Settings area of WordPress. At the
very bottom of that page, you will see a button to Save and Regenerate. Click on
that and any changes made within Lodgix should show up on your website.

Regenerate from Lodgix

Navigate to Settings > WordPress. Click the Regenerate button. This will take a few moments
and is not always effective, but is an option for those who do not have access to their
WordPress admin.
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Regenerate from WordPress

Select Settings > Lodgix Settings from the left navigation menu. Click on the Save and
Regenerate button. This is the recommended and most reliable option.
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Remove Duplicate Pages (Clean Database)

Occasionally it might happen where an update to your website fails. In some instances this
can cause duplicate pages to be created within wordpress. This article will show you how to
clean them up and get everything up to snuff once again.

Clean The Database

Within wordpress > settings > Lodgix settings, at the very bottom of the page, there are two
buttons for "Save and Regenerate" and "Clean Database", those buttons are important buttons
to understand.

The Clean Database button will delete all plugin generated pages from wordpress and fix any
anomalies that could creep into the wordpress database. It's the equivalent of turning your
computer on and off. When you do this one item to note is that your menu items will need to
be setup again within wordpress > Appearance > Menus. We usually take a screenshot of a
client's menu structure before we clean the database to assure that the Lodgix components of
that menu are added back after the database cleaning.

The Save and Regenerate button will force the plugin to regenerate your property and listings
pages on your website with the latest data from Lodgix. Occasionally an update will be made to
a property on Lodgix and that update will fail to update on your website. Clicking "Save and
Regenerate" will force that change to update to your website. You must Save and Regenerate
after cleaning the database (but not until after you've confirmed that all Lodgix generated
pages have been deleted from wordpress).

BE CAREFUL WHEN MANUALLY DELETING PAGES FROM WORDPRESS THAT NON-PLUGIN
PAGES ARE NOT DELETED AT THE SAME TIME! ALWAYS DELETE PAGES WITH CAUTION.

Clues that you might have duplicate pages within wordpress.

Assuming that permalinks have been enabled within wordpress, a url will look something like
this:

http://www.yourdomain.com/property-name

if a duplicate page exists, that url might look like this:
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http://www.yourdomain.com/property-name-2

It's usually best when you see a duplicate url to get into wordpress and wipe it clean to assure
that their is only one url per property. It also helps reduce overhead and confusion when
administering wordpress.

Last step: Fetch Property URLs within Lodgix

To assure that the correct (and most recent) URLs are known to Lodgix, go to settings >
wordpress options and click on the button to "Fetch Property URLs". This is a time saving
feature. Every property within Lodgix has a URL field within the Details tab of property setup.
You could manually go into each property and check that it has the most current URL. Or you
could simply use Fetch Property URLs and Lodgix will do it for you in seconds.

This assures that the correct URL is being associated with each property and is frequently
referenced within Lodgix booking calendars, as well as in many merge tags used in dynamic
document and email creation, such as [PURL], etc..
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Plugin Conflicts

Many issues can arise from conflicting code between WordPress plugins. Occasionally
Lodgix users will experience issues caused by a conflict with another plugin. The most
common issues are your website not verifying, or the "Save and Regenerate" button not
working properly. The only way to troubleshoot this is trial and error. Follow the steps
below in order to determine which plugin is causing the issue.

Remove Unnecessary Plugins And Update The Rest

Many WordPress users have way too many plugins installed. Worse yet, many of the plugins
aren't even being used. If you are not using a plugin, deactivate it and then delete it. Once
you've deleted all unnecessary plugins, then make sure all of your existing plugins are updated
to the latest version.

After you have done this, attempt to verify or regenerate the site again and see if the issue has
resolved. If not, continue to the next step.

Test Remaining Plugins

Deactivate all remaining plugins with the exception of Lodgix. Attempt to verify or regenerate
the site. If the problem still persists, it is not being caused by a plugin conflict. If the problem
has resolved, you will have to determine which plugin was causing the issue. To do this you will
have to enable each plugin one at a time, and attempt to verify or regenerate the site after each
activation.

Eventually you will be able to isolate the plugin that is causing the conflict as the website will not
verify or regenerate after activating that plugin. Once you've identified the plugin think real
hard about whether or not you can find a different plugin to do the same thing, or perhaps stop
using the plugin completely.
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Plugin Stopped Working After an Update

Plugin updates are usually a smooth process. However on occasion, issues can arise from
updating the Lodgix plugin. This could result from many things including a plugin conflict,
server configuration issue, or outdated WordPress installation. It is important to find the
root cause of the issue, and always run the latest versions of the plugins used on your site.
However, it is equally important to get your site up and running again ASAP. This article
provides an easy way to reinstall an older version of the plugin if the latest version conflicts
with your site.

The Lodgix Plugin Requires PHP 5.5 or Greater to Function

Starting with version 3.5, the Lodgix plugin cannot be activated on servers running PHP 5.4 or
below. This is a security feature preventing sites from running outdated versions of PHP that do
not support TLS 1.2. However, many webhosts still run older versions of PHP.

If you update your the plugin on a server running PHP 5.4 or below, you will receive an error
message and the plugin will not activate. If this happens you can contact your webhost and they
will usually upgrade your PHP version for your domain to 5.5 or greater. If your webhost cannot
upgrade your PHP, you will have to switch to a different webhost to run the Lodgix plugin.

Reinstall a Previous Version of the Lodgix Plugin

Luckily there is an easy way to reinstall on older version of the plugin if an update casues issues
with your site. You can do this using the WP Rollback Plugin.
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Install the WP Rollback Plugin

1. Within WordPress, navigate to Plugins > Add New.
2. Search for "WP Rollback"
3. Install and Activate plugin

Rollback the Lodgix Plugin

1. Navigate to Plugins > Installed Plugins
2. Click the Rollback link for the Lodgix plugin
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Select Which Version You Want to Rollback

Select your version, scroll to the bottom of the screen, and click the Rollback button.

Activate the Lodgix Plugin

That's it! You are now running an older version of the Lodgix plugin. Remember that this is a
temporary solution. You will still need to troubleshoot the cause of the issue and fix it so that
you can update the plugin going forward to take advantage of new features.
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Properties Not Displaying

Step #1: Make sure that you've installed and activated the most recent version of the
Lodgix.com Plug-in.

Step #2: Make sure you've entered your Lodgix.com customer number and API key within
WordPress

Step #3: Have you enabled website notifications within Lodgix?

Step #4: Two requirements must be met for each property for it to pass through to the
plugin:

1. ALL PROPERTIES MUST HAVE AT LEAST FOUR UPLOADED IMAGES TO PASS
THROUGH THE PLUGIN TO YOUR WEBSITE. Upload at least 4 images and "Save
and Regenerate" within the plugin as described in Step #6 and your property will
appear on your website.

2. ALL PROPERTIES MUST HAVE AT LEAST 50 CHARACTERS IN THE DESCRIPTION
FIELD UNDER PROPERTY DETAILS TO PASS THROUGH THE PLUGIN TO YOUR
WEBSITE. Add some text and "Save and Regenerate" within the plugin as
described in Step #6 and your property will appear on your website.

Another troubleshooting tip is to visit the Settings > Channel Management > Integrations ?
HomeAway Network page and check the status of your properties:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/integration-partners/

Step #5: Have you manually attempted to "Save & Regenerate" within the settings area of
the plugin?
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Settings > Lodgix Settings (within WordPress)

Click the "Save and Regenerate" Button

Clicking "Save and Regenerate" will force an update of your website with any changes that you
have made to your Lodgix.com properties.
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Fatal Error / Warning Error
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Generate a Google Maps API Key

All new installations of the Lodgix plugin will require a Google Maps API key to properly
display the Google map in the "location" section of the property details page. Click on this
link or go here:

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key#get-an-api-key

and follow the instructions below to obtain and integrate the key.

Click on the Get a Key button
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Accept the Terms and Conditions

Fill in Key Credentials

1. Enter a name for your key
2. Enter the URL for the website(s) where the key will be used
3. Click the Create button
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Copy your API Key

Paste your API key into your Lodgix WordPress plugin settings

This step is done in your WordPress admin under Settings > Lodgix Settings > Property Detail.
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